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MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT) 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
AGENCY 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING 
SERVICE 

SUBJECT: 	 Audit Report on Controls Over Operating System and Security Software 
Supporting the Defense Finance and Accounting Service 
(Report No. 94-065) 

We are providing this final report for your review and comments. The report 
discusses management controls over selected features of the operating system and 
security software used by elements of the Defense Information Services Organization 
(DISO), the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS), and the U. S. Marine 
Corps. Comments received from the Defense Finance and Accounting Service and the 
Defense Information Security Agency (DISA) on behalf of DISO were considered in 
preparing the final report. Comments were not received from the Navy. 

DoD Directive 7650.3 requires that all recommendations be promptly resolved. 
Therefore, we request that the Navy and DISO provide comments by May 23, 1994. 
See the "Response Requirements for Each Recommendation" chart at the end of each 
finding for the specific requirements for your comments. 

The courtesies extended to our audit staff are appreciated. If you have any 
questions about this audit, please contact Mr. David C. Funk, Program Director, at 
(303) 676-7445 (DSN 926-7445), or Mr. W. Andy Cooley, Project Manager, at 
(303) 676-7393 (DSN 926-7393). Appendix D lists the planned distribution of this 
report. The audit team members are listed inside the back cover. 

David K. Steensma 

Deputy Assistant Inspector General 
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AUDIT REPORT ON CONTROLS OVER OPERATING 

SYSTEM AND SECURITY SOFTWARE SUPPORTING THE 


DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


Introduction. This is the final in a series of three audits of management controls over 
the operating systems and security software used by the information processing centers 
that support the Defense Finance and Accounting Centers (DFAS). The audit 
concentrated on the operating system and security software used by four organizations* 
to provide computer support to the DFAS Centers in Kansas City, Missouri (DFAS
Kansas City), and Denver, Colorado (DFAS-Denver). Those two DFAS Centers make 
about $22.6 billion in annual payments on more than 390,000 payroll accounts. The 
four organizations audited were the Defense Information Services Organization (DISO) 
Information Processing Center in Kansas City, Missouri (DISO-Kansas City); the 
DFAS Financial Systems Activity in Pensacola, Florida (DFAS-Pensacola); and the 
Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity (MCCTA) and its 
Worldwide Support Division, both in Quantico, Virginia. 

Objective. Our objective was to determine whether management controls over selected 
features of the operating system and security software used on the production and test 
systems were adequate to safeguard the integrity of DFAS data. To accomplish this 
objective, we evaluated nine operating system features and management controls to 
determine whether unauthorized functions could be performed. We also reviewed the 
implementation of security software to determine whether controls prevented 
unauthorized personnel from gaining access to the systems, and authorized users from 
accessing unauthorized programs and data. 

Audit Results. All four organizations had deficiencies in the implementation and 
control of operating system and security software. Any knowledgeable user could 
improperly access, add, modify, or destroy pay and accounting data, and enter 
erroneous data (accidentally or intentionally) without leaving an audit trail. Because of 
their sensitive nature, only general terms are used to discuss the deficiencies 
summarized below and in Part II of the report. The audit did not identify any 
unauthorized access to pay and accounting data. 

o Management needed to improve controls over four of the nine operating 
system features reviewed at MCCTA and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. 
Improved controls were also needed on three of the nine features reviewed at DISO
Kansas City and DFAS-Pensacola. Application programs and data such as pay and 
accounting records could be added, modified, or deleted without detection, and the 

* Several activities visited during the audit were subsequently renamed because of the ongoing DoD 
consolidation effort. All the activities visited are referred to in this report by their new names. See 
Appendix C for details of the reorganizations. 
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integrity of systems processing about $22.6 billion annually in disbursements was not 
fully assured (Finding A). 

o At MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City, 
security features of Computer Associates International, Inc. (CA), CA-TOP SECRET 
software were not correctly implemented. Therefore, authorized system users could 
perform unauthorized tasks. Except in two areas, DFAS-Pensacola correctly installed 
CA-Access Control Facility 2 security software (Finding B) . 

. o At all four organizations, controls over the maintenance of the operating 
systems needed improvement. Inadequate controls existed at one organization over 
changes made to the operating system. None of the organizations consistently 
designated sensitive system programmer positions as critical-sensitive or always 
obtained the required background investigations for those positions. 
Three organizations did not store backups of critical operating system software at off
site locations. As a result, there was increased risk to the integrity of the operating 
systems and the continuity of computer operations (Finding C). 

Internal Controls. We identified material internal control weaknesses as defined by 
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123 and DoD Directive 5010.38. 
Controls were not adequate to prevent numerous deficiencies in operating system and 
security software. A knowledgeable user could access, modify, or destroy sensitive 
computer data, programs, and other resources without leaving an audit trail. Critical 
operating system backup files were not adequately protected from damage or 
destruction, which could adversely affect the continuity of computer operations in the 
event of disaster. All recommendations in this report, if fully implemented, will 
correct the weaknesses. Additional details are provided in Part I, Internal Controls, 
and Part II, Findings A, B, and C, of this report. 

Potential Benefits of Audit. This audit contains no potential monetary benefits, but 
recommends corrective actions for material internal control weaknesses at the 
four organizations. See Appendix B for a summary of the benefits resulting from this 
audit. 

Summary of Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit Response. 
We recommended that DFAS, DISO, and MCCTA strengthen controls over the use of 
operating systems and security software and comply with established security 
requirements. DFAS and DISO concurred with the findings and recommendations, 
except in one instance. Because of the need to respond when the production system 
goes down during off-peak hours, DISO did not fully concur with limiting the number 
of users who are allowed to change control options. Comments were not received from 
the Navy for the recommendations made to MCCTA. Comments on this final report 
are requested from the Navy and DISO by May 23, 1994. A discussion of the 
responsiveness of management comments is in Part II of the report, and the complete 
text of the comments is in Part IV. 

ii 
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Part I - Introduction 




Background 

This is the final audit in a series of three audits of management controls over the 
·operating systems and security software used by the information processing 
centers that support the Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS). We 
previously reported on two audits of information processing centers of the 
Defense Information Services Organization (DISO) and other organizations that , 
provide computer support to DFAS. In this audit, we concentrated on the 
DISO, DFAS, and Marine Corps activities* supporting DFAS-Kansas City; the 
Defense Civilian Pay System used by DFAS-Denver; and the Standard 
Accounting, Budgeting and Reporting System used by DFAS-Kansas City. 

Marine Corps Systems. The Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications 
Activity (MCCTA)-Worldwide Support Division at Quantico, Virginia, builds 
the Multiple Virtual Storage with Extended Architecture (MVS/XA) operating 
system used on two IBM 3090-400 computers at DISO-Kansas City. Each 
month, DFAS-Kansas City disburses about $1.7 billion on 342,000 pay 
accounts (active duty, retiree, and reserve). 

MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division also developed the MVS/XA operating 
system used on an Amdahl 5995-1400 computer at Quantico, Virginia, and 
operates one partition (see Appendix A, "Glossary") on that computer. 
Two other partitions on that computer are operated by MCCTA and the Marine 
Corps Computer Science School, both at Quantico, Virginia. We reviewed only 
the MVS/XA systems used by MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division and 
MCCTA. MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division uses its partition to test 
standardized applications and third-party software, and to build and customize 
operating systems for six locations. MCCTA uses its partition to run the 
Standard Accounting, Budgeting and Reporting System, which processes about 
1. 5 million transactions per month. 

DFAS Computers. The DFAS Financial Systems Activity at Pensacola, 
Florida (DFAS-Pensacola), operates one IBM 4381 computer at the Naval Air 
Station, Pensacola, and maintains an MVS/XA partition on an Amdahl 5890 
computer at the DISO information processing center in Denver, Colorado 
(DISO-Denver). DFAS-Pensacola uses the IBM computer to develop and test 
the Defense Civilian Pay System (DCPS). The production DCPS for DFAS
Denver Center is run on the Amdahl computer. DCPS processes about 48,000 
accounts and pays out $179. 0 million per month. 

MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, DISO-Kansas City, and 
DFAS-Pensacola process only unclassified (sensitive) data. Government 
civilian and military personnel provide the programming support required to 

* Several activities visited during the audit were subsequently renamed because of the ongoing 
DoD consolidation effort. All of the activities are referred to in this report by their new names. 
See Appendix C for details of the reorganizations. 
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Introduction 

maintain the operating system and security software. As discussed below, to 
assure the integrity of DFAS data, adequate management controls must be 
maintained over the operating system and security software installed on 
computer systems. 

Operating System. The operating system is a major component of any 
computer system. It is an integrated collection of computer programs, service 
routines, and supervisory procedures that directs the sequence and processing of 
computer applications (i.e., scheduling jobs, loading programs, allocating 
computer memory, managing files, and controlling input/output operations). 
Operating systems also isolate and protect individual user programs. MCCTA, 
DISO-Denver, DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola all use the MVS/XA 
operating system software to control the execution of computer programs. 

When the various operating system features are properly administered and 
controlled, only authorized programs can modify the processing of other 
programs. However, operating systems are not intended to guarantee that only 
authorized users can execute authorized programs. Commercial security 
software packages control authorized users; this feature is known as access 
control. These packages are optional, but are needed to safeguard system 
integrity. 

Access Controls. Access controls allow only authorized employees to use 
computer resources, and allow those individuals to use only the resources 
required to perform their jobs. Computer resources include files, programs, 
tapes, database definitions, libraries, readers, and processing capabilities. All 
four organizations covered by our audit used security software developed by 
Computer Associates International, Inc. (CA), to control access to their 
computer systems. MCCTA and DISO-Kansas City used the CA-TOP 
SECRET package, while DFAS-Pensacola used CA-Access Control Facility 2 
(CA-ACF2). When properly installed and administered, commercial security 
software packages, such as CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2, protect a variety 
of resources and MVS/XA subsystems. 

Other Terms. Other technical terms used in this report are defined in the 
Glossary (Appendix A). 

Objectives 

The overall objective of this audit was to determine whether management 
controls over selected features of the operating system and security software 
used at MCCTA, DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola were adequate to 
safeguard data integrity. To accomplish this objective, we evaluated 
nine operating system features and management controls to determine whether 
unauthorized functions could be performed. We also reviewed the 
implementation of security software to determine whether controls prevented 
unauthorized personnel from gaining access to the systems, and authorized users 
from accessing unauthorized programs and data. 
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Scope and Methodology 

We performed audit work at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, 
DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola (including the DCPS partition at 
DISO-Denver). We evaluated the management controls and nine operating 
·system features that can affect the integrity of operating system and security 
software. The nine operating system features examined were the authorized 
program facility (APP); supervisor calls (SVCs); time share option; system 
modification program; system management facility; program properties table 
(PPT); job entry subsystem 2 (JES2); exits; and sensitive utilities. We also 
examined the implementation of the CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2 security 
software. 

Computer-Processed Data Used. To achieve the audit objectives, we relied 
extensively on computer-processed data in the operating system libraries and 
security software of each activity. We used CA-EXAMINE auditing software 
to extract data directly from computer memory and operating system libraries. 
CA-EXAMINE is a software program that audits MVS/XA operating systems. 
We used automated and manual techniques to analyze system data. For 
example, we used the audit features of the CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2 
security software packages to test security rules and features. To test operating 
system features, we used the same terminals that are normally used to gain 
access to system resources. All system testing and use of audit software was 
done in a controlled environment with management's approval. Based on those 
tests and assessments, we concluded that the data were sufficiently reliable to be 
used in meeting the audit objectives. 

Time Period, Locations, and Standards. This program audit was performed 
from December 1992 through September 1993. The audit was made in 
accordance with auditing standards issued by the Comptroller General of the 
United States as implemented by the Inspector General, DoD, and accordingly 
included such tests of internal controls as were considered necessary. At the 
four locations, we reviewed operating system data covering the period 
December 1992 through September 1993. During the audit, we visited or 
contacted the organizations shown in Appendix C. 

Internal Controls 

At each of the four organizations, we evaluated the general controls related to 
the operating systems, security, change controls, and personnel. We identified 
material internal control weaknesses as defined by Office of Management and 
Budget Circular No. A-123 and DoD Directive 5010.38. At all 
four organizations, weaknesses in operating system controls and improperly 
implemented security software exposed major computer applications and data to 
unauthorized or fraudulent changes. Nonexistent procedures for controlling 
operating system changes, failure to perform the required background 
investigations for sensitive system programmer positions, and inadequate 
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protection of critical system backups threatened the integrity of the computer 
systems and continuity of computer operations at one or more organizations. 
These internal control weaknesses are considered material because they affect 
the integrity of computer applications used to process about $22.6 billion in 
annual payroll disbursements. All recommendations in this report, if 
implemented, will correct these weaknesses. Additional details are provided in 
Part II, Findings A, B, and C, of this report. 

We evaluated each organization's implementation of DoD Directive 5010.38, 
"Internal Management Control Program." Except at DF AS-Pensacola, none of 
the internal control programs identified the specific operating system and 
security software features examined during our audit. Because of the advanced 
technology used, we would not expect these controls features to be addressed by 
the typical internal control program. 

Prior Audits and Other Reviews 

Five prior audit reports have been issued in this area. The first was a report 
from the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency (PCIE), "Review of 
Internal Controls in Federal Computer Systems," October 12, 1988. The PCIE 
report identified serious internal control deficiencies in operating system and 
security software at 10 non-DoD computer centers. 

Inspector General (IG), DoD, Reports. "Management of Access Controls to 
Computers at the Defense Logistics Agency," Report No. 89-058, was issued 
on March 14, 1989. The audit showed that automated access controls to 
mainframe computers were not effectively implemented and managed, and 
sensitive utilities were not effectively controlled. "Controls Over Operating 
System and Security Software Supporting the Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service," Report No. 93-002, was issued on October 2, 1992. The audit 
showed that the DISO Information Processing Centers at Cleveland, Ohio, and 
Indianapolis, Indiana, had serious problems with operating system and security 
software controls. "Controls Over Operating System and Security Software_ 
Supporting the Defense Finance and Accounting Service," Report No. 93-133, 
was issued on June 30, 1993. The audit showed that the DISO Information 
Processing Centers, Columbus and Dayton, Ohio, and the Defense Logistics 
Agency Systems Automation Center, Columbus, Ohio, had serious problems 
with operating system and security software controls. The reports 
recommended improvements and additions to security and software controls. 
Management agreed to implement the recommendations. 

Air Force Audit Report. The Air Force Audit Agency (AFAR), issued "Data 
Processing Center Operations and Security at the Air Force Accounting and 
Finance Center (AF AFC)," Project No. 0195410, on August 5, 1991. The 
AF AR report concluded that the management of selected operating system and 
security software features at AFAFC (now DISO-Denver) was inadequate, and 
that controls over data integrity and security needed to be improved. 
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We identified similar deficiencies at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division, DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola, although not to the same 
degree as in the previous audits. No audits of the operating system had been 
conducted previously at these locations. 



Part II - Findings and Recommendations 




Finding A. Operating System Controls 
Operating system controls needed to be improved on four of the 
nine operating system features reviewed at MCCTA and MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division. Improved controls were also needed at 
DISO-Kansas City and DFAS-Pensacola in three of the nine operating 
system control areas. Specifically, authorized program facility libraries 
and programs were not adequately monitored and controlled; 
programmers at DFAS-Pensacola had installed non-IBM supervisor calls 
that compromised system integrity; program names in the program 
properties table were not adequately controlled at MCCTA, MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City; job entry 
subsystem 2 parameters did not control user submission of operator 
commands at MCCTA and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division; and 
controls over sensitive utility programs were not adequate. These 
conditions existed because the installation integrity guidelines 
recommended by IBM, which would have documented the controls over 
the MVS/XA operating system, had not been provided to operating 
personnel. As a result, application programs and data, such as pay 
records, could be added, modified, or deleted without detection, and the 
integrity of systems that process about $22.6 billion annually in payroll 
disbursements was not assured. 

Data Integrity 

Authorized Program Facility. Authorized program facility (APF) libraries 
and programs were not adequately monitored. This occurred because 
management lacked clear, written APF control procedures, like those specified 
in the installation integrity guidelines recommended by IBM. Such guidelines 
are being prepared by the Director, DISO, in response to recommendations 
made in our Report No. 93-002, "Controls Over Operating System and Security 
Software Supporting the Defense Finance and Accounting Service," October 2, 
1992. Without adequate control procedures, users could create unauthorized 
programs in APF libraries; bypass access security; and add, modify, or delete 
sensitive pay and financial data files without detection. 

APF Library Controls. Of the 369 APF libraries and 7, 722 APF
authorized programs at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and 
DISO-Kansas City, we found 65 obsolete or undocumented libraries, which 
included 751 obsolete or undocumented programs. In addition, five APF 
libraries were nonexistent, and eight libraries were not defined to the volumes 
on the MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division system. This allowed users to 
assign their own libraries to the APF list, making them authorized. DFAS
Pensacola maintained and adequately secured all 118 of its APF libraries on 
both systems. 
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Finding A. Operating System Controls 

Time-Share-Option APF Commands. Of the 185 command entries in 
the APP time-share-option tables at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division, DISO-Kansas City, and DPAS-Pensacola, 32 commands (programs) 
were obsolete, nonexistent, or not documented. During the audit, DPAS
Pensacola's nine undocumented commands, as well as the six undocumented 
time-share-option commands on the MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division 
system, were deleted from the APP-authorized time-share-option tables. 

Controls Over Supervisor Calls. On the DFAS-Pensacola Financial Systems 
Activity system and at DISO-Denver (DCPS partition), DFAS-Pensacola 
programmers had installed non-IBM supervisor calls (SVCs) that compromised 
system integrity. On the DFAS-Pensacola system, three user/vendor SVCs (see 
Appendix A, "Glossary") did not provide adequate controls, and three SVCs on 
the DCPS partition at DISO-Denver were inadequate. This occurred because 
information systems personnel at DFAS-Pensacola had not developed an 
installation integrity policy, as recommended by IBM, for reviewing SVCs 
added by users and vendors. With the user/vendor-added SVCs, any 
knowledgeable user could bypass normal controls on the operating system and 
security software, and could add, modify, or delete system data at will. 
However, during the audit, DFAS-Pensacola reinstalled these SVCs with the 
vendor-documented procedures, which corrected the problem. We tested the 
SVCs and found them adequate to protect the integrity of the two systems 
maintained by DFAS-Pensacola. 

IBM SVCs. At MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, 
DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola, including the DCPS partition at 
DISO-Denver, we reviewed 83 of 660 IBM-numbered SVCs on 6 systems. We 
contacted vendors concerning 24 IBM SVCs (83 SVCs at all locations). 
Vendors' software had modified, replaced, or front-ended these SVCs (front
ending means that vendor SVCs would be called up before IBM SVCs). Based 
on the vendors' statements and our audit tests, none of these 83 SVCs 
compromised system integrity. 

User/Vendor SVCs. At MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division, DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola, including the DCPS 
partition at DISO-Denver, we reviewed 67 user/vendor-installed SVCs. A total 
of six SVCs (three at each of two locations) maintained by DFAS-Pensacola did 
not have adequate validity checking and presented significant exposures to 
system integrity. We tested these SVCs and were able to bypass MVS/XA 
controls. DFAS-Pensacola programmers observed some of our tests and agreed 
with our assessment. For the remaining 61 SVCs, the SVC code and vendor 
documentation did not show any additional risks to system integrity. During the 
audit, DFAS-Pensacola corrected the exposures on its central design activity 
system and the DCPS partition at DISO-Denver. We tested the SVCs and 
found them adequate to protect the respective systems. 

Program Properties Table. Program names in the program properties table 
(PPT) were not adequately controlled. This occurred because program names 
were loaded in the PPT according to IBM guidelines or by local sources, but the 
corresponding software was not loaded or subsequently was not appropriately 
deleted. As a result, Trojan Horse programs (see Appendix A, "Glossary") 
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Finding A. Operating System Controls 

could be substituted for missing PPT programs, allowing users to access data 
controlled by another job stored anywhere in the operating system, or bypassing 
security software controls altogether. 

PPT Controls. Program names must be kept in a special library 
controlled by the information processing center or in two default libraries 
.provided by IBM. The programs must also be in an APP-authorized library. If 
a user cannot get a "Trojan Horse" program into an APP library by using the 
name of a nonexistent program, the controls are intact. However, unless these 
libraries are properly maintained, the risk of unauthorized entry will remain. 
The numbers below for MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and 
DISO-Kansas City refer to the nonexistent programs resident on each of the 
defined MVS systems. These programs may have multiple sensitive system 
capabilities; consequently, each program may contain more than one potential 
integrity weakness . 

PPTs at MCCTA and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. 
For the 33 programs listed on the PPT with sensitive system capabilities, 9 
programs did not exist. Three of the nine nonexistent programs could bypass 
file integrity (two users could access a file simultaneously), three could bypass 
file security (security software controls), and nine had system keys (see 
Appendix A, "Glossary"). We also identified one erroneous program entry that 
should be deleted from the PPT. These conditions existed on both systems. 

PPT at DISO-Kansas City. Of the 74 total programs listed on 
the PPT of the 2 MVS/XA operating systems, 20 programs with sensitive 
system capabilities did not exist. Of the 20 nonexistent programs, 6 programs 
could bypass file integrity, 6 could bypass file security, and 20 had system keys. 
On each of the two DISO-Kansas City systems, we also identified 
two erroneous program entries to the PPT that should be deleted. 

PPT at DFAS-Pensacola. Of the 61 programs listed on the PPT 
of the central design activity system and the DCPS partition at DISO-Denver, 
all programs with sensitive system capabilities were correctly installed. 

Job Entry Subsystem 2 Parameters. On the MCCTA and MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division systems, job entry subsystem 2 (JES2) parameters 
did not completely control user submission of operator commands through job 
control language. This was an oversight, since the security software and 
initiator controls were used to control some of the jobs. As a result, separation 
of duties between programmers and operators was not clear. Some users could 
function as operators by submitting operator commands to deny service or shut 
the systems down. At DISO-Kansas City and DFAS-Pensacola, JES2 
parameters and various exits effectively controlled the user submission of 
operator commands through job-control-language job streams (see Appendix A, 
"Glossary"). The internal readers (a means of transferring jobs to JES) on all 
systems controlled the submission of operator command groups. 

JES2 Controls. JES2 parameters control the disposition of operator 
commands submitted in job control language. These parameters can allow no 
operator commands to be submitted, or can display the command and query the 
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operator by issuing a "Write to Operator with Reply." The write-to-operator
with-reply control asks the operator to verify whether the command should be 
executed. If the operator replies "Yes," the command is permitted. If the 
operator replies "No," the system ignores the command. The write-to-operator
with-reply control may not be effective without clear written guidance, since 
operators respond to hundreds of messages on each shift. In addition, exits and 
security software can be used to control the user submission of operator 
commands through JES2. 

MCCTA and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. All 
38 job input categories could submit all operator commands on each system. 
Thirty-six job input categories on each system were coded to provide write-to
operator-with-reply control over the submission of operator commands; 
however, control procedures were not documented. Although some 
compensating controls were provided by the CA-TOP SECRET security exit 
and initiator controls, six job input categories on the MCCTA system could 
submit operator commands. 

Sensitive Utility Programs. Sensitive utility programs were not adequately 
controlled at DISO-Kansas City, DFAS-Pensacola, MCCTA-Worldwide 
Support Division, and to a lesser extent, at MCCTA. The information systems 
security officer had not evaluated vendor utilities for potential risks; therefore, 
programs were available to all system users at DISO-Kansas City and DF AS
Pensacola. Knowledgeable users could execute these utilities to destroy data on 
tape files, bypass security, or make unauthorized changes to programs or data to 
which they had access. 

Controlling Utilities. Sensitive utility programs must be adequately 
controlled. Since users can add, delete, or modify records without modifying 
and running the programs normally used to maintain the files, sensitive utilities 
can alter data independently of normal safeguards. These utilities can also 
damage or destroy production programs and data files. 

DISO-Kansas City. CA-TOP SECRET security software did 
not restrict the use of sensitive utilities. Two sensitive IBM utilities and 
one sensitive vendor utility required additional controls. The sensitive 
commands in the TMON/MVS utility (see Appendix A, "Glossary") were 
adequately controlled. 

DFAS-Pensacola. Initially, CA-ACF2 security software did not 
control all sensitive utilities. Two IBM sensitive utilities and one sensitive 
vendor utility required additional controls. However, during the audit, DFAS
Pensacola systems personnel used the CA-ACF2 security software to restrict the 
use of all sensitive utilities. 

MCCTA and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. 
Sensitive utilities were adequately controlled at MCCTA, with two exceptions. 
On one sensitive vendor utility at MCCTA, 115 user identifications (IDs) were 
attached. The initialization parameters on another vendor utility at MCCTA 
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were not set to fully activate the security features. At MCCTA-Worldwide 
Support Division, two IBM sensitive utilities and one vendor utility were not 
adequately controlled. 

Summary 

System programmers at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, 
DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola were not adequately monitoring APP 
libraries and programs. Programmers at DFAS-Pensacola had installed 
non-IBM SVCs on their systems, which compromised system integrity; 
however, the integrity exposures were corrected during our audit. At MCCTA, 
MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City, program names 
in the PPT were not adequately controlled. At MCCTA and MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division, JES2 parameters did not completely limit user 
submission of operator commands. Finally, at DISO-Kansas City, DFAS
Pensacola, MCCTA, and MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, sensitive 
utility programs were not fully controlled. Collectively, these conditions 
weakened the integrity of MCCTA, DISO, and DFAS systems that process 
about $22.6 billion annually in disbursements. 

Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit 
Response 

1. We recommend that the Director, Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity, Quantico, Virginia: 

a. Develop the IBM-recommended installation integrity guidelines 
for the Marine Corps data processing installations. At a minimum, the 
guidelines should include specific requirements for administering the 
authorized program facility in accordance with IBM guidelines; formal 
procedures for reviewing supervisor calls to prevent compromises to 
operating system integrity; written procedures for initial and ongoing 
reviews of the program properties table; guidelines for evaluating job entry 
subsystem 2 parameters; and procedures for evaluating and controlling 
sensitive utilities. 

b. Require the Chief, Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity, Worldwide Support Division, to: 

(1) Formally review all current authorized program facility 
libraries, programs, and time-share-option commands on the production 
and test systems, and delete obsolete and undocumented programs. 
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(2) Periodically review the authorized program facility list on 
the production and test systems, and verify that it is kept up-to-date. 

(3) Review all programs in the program properties table on 
the production and test systems and on systems at the serviced sites, and 
remove or control programs that no longer require special capabilities. 

(4) Review job entry subsystem 2 parameters and associated 
security software controls on the production and test systems to verify that 
user-submitted operator commands are properly controlled. 

(5) Define sensitive utilities to the Computer Associates, Inc., 
TOP SECRET security software as restricted programs; allow access only 
to personnel who have a clearly defined need; correctly install vendor 
utilities; and strictly control any one-time use of these utilities. 

Management Comments. We did not receive comments from MCCTA. 

Audit Response. MCCTA is requested to comment on the finding and 
recommendations by May 23, 1994. See the "Response Requirements for Each 
Recommendation" chart below for the specific requirements for your comments. 

2. We recommend that the Director, Defense Information Services 
Organization, Information Processing Center, Kansas City, Missouri: 

a. Fully implement the IBM-recommended installation integrity 
guidelines currently being developed by the Director, Defense Information 
Services Organization. 

b. Direct the Chief, Systems Programming, to: 

(1) Formally review all current authorized program facility 
libraries, programs, and time-share-option commands on the production 
and test systems, and delete obsolete and undocumented programs. 

(2) Periodically review the authorized program facility list on 
the production and test systems and verify that it is kept up-to-date. 

(3) Define sensitive utilities to the Computer Associates, Inc., 
TOP SECRET security software as restricted programs; allow access only 
to personnel who have a clearly defined need; correctly install vendor 
utilities; and strictly control any one-time use of these utilities. 

Management Comments. DISA, responding for the Director, DISA, fully 
concurred with the finding and recommendations and stated that corrective 
actions were either completed or ongoing. 

3. We recommend that the Director, Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service, Financial Systems Activity, Pensacola, Florida, fully implement the 
IBM-recommended installation integrity guidelines currently being 
developed by the Director, Defense Information Services Organization. In 
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implementing those guidelines, particular emphasis should be placed on 
evaluating the integrity and security of time share options, authorized 
program facility commands, vendor supervisor calls, and sensitive utilities. 

Management Comments. DFAS fully concurred with the finding and 
recommendations and stated that all operating system control deficiencies were 
.corrected during the audit. 

Response Requirements for Each Recommendation 

Responses to the final report are required from the addressees shown for the 
items indicated with "X" in the chart below. 

Number Addressee 

Response Should Cover: 
Concur/ 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

Related 
Issues1 

l.a. MCCTA2 x x x M, IC 
l.b. MCCTA x x x M, IC 

1M = material weaknesses; IC = internal control. 

2MCCTA = Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity. 




Finding B. Implementation of Security 
Software 

MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City 
had not properly implemented selected features of CA-TOP SECRET 
security software. DFAS-Pensacola had not fully implemented needed 
CA-ACF2 controls on all its systems. Specifically, the AUTOERASE 
security feature was not activated at MCCTA and DISO-Kansas City, 
and the tape security bypass control was not installed on the MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division test system and both DFAS-Pensacola 
systems. At MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, and 
DISO-Kansas City, special attributes (security bypass capabilities) were 
not limited to those applications that needed them. Finally, started task 
access at MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division and DFAS-Pensacola 
was not limited to the files needed to run the applications. At MCCTA
W orldwide Support Division, this occurred because security personnel 
had misinterpreted vendor guidance. Personnel at DFAS-Pensacola were 
not aware of security implications; therefore, access to specific started 
tasks was not identified. Improper use or setup of the CA-TOP 
SECRET security software features could allow knowledgeable users to 
perform unauthorized tasks (e.g. , to access files without the authority to 
do so). 

Background 

CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2 security software offers a variety of control 
options and features to enhance system security. When initially delivered, all 
software control options are set at default values provided by the vendor. As a 
computer center plans for its specific security needs, an administrative structure 
is developed. As part of the administrative structure, the control options and 
features of the security software should be set for the level of security needed. 
The level of protection offered depends on how well the options and features of 
CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2 are administered. 

DoD Directive 5200.28, "Security Requirements for Automated Information 
Systems (AIS)," March 1988, required that all AISs that process sensitive 
unclassified information requiring controlled access protection were to have 
C2 security classifications by 1992. For C2 controlled access protection, DoD 
Standard 5200.28-STD, "DoD Trusted Computer System Evaluation Criteria 
(C3I)," December 1985, requires that all datasets be protected, that residual 
information be erased from on-line disk devices, and that jobs entered through 
JES2 be checked for a valid user ID and password. 
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AUTOERASE Option 

The AUTOERASE security software option had not been activated at either 
MCCTA or DISO-Kansas City because they had problems with implementation 
and activating the option slowed computer performance. However, they did not 
·request the waiver required by DoD Directive 5200.28. Consequently, residual 
data on disk devices may not have been fully erased, which would allow 
unauthorized users to view sensitive data. MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division and DFAS-Pensacola (CA-ACF2 site) activated the AUTOERASE 
feature of their security packages. During the audit, MCCTA activated the 
AUTOERASE option. 

Tape Security Bypass 

MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division and DFAS-Pensacola had inadequately 
secured CA-1 tape management processing by failing to install the Expiration 
Date (EXPDT)=98000 process (the CA-TOP SECRET and CA-ACF2 feature 
that restricts the bypassing of checks on the tape management system). The 
EXPDT=98000 job-control-language substatement tells MVS that the requested 
tape is not in the CA-1 tape management system (which controls tape 
processing), and that MVS should process the tape as requested. The interface 
control of EXPDT=98000 processing does not prevent coding this substatement 
in job control language, but controls its use as a security bypass. The control 
ensures that when both the volume and file name are in the tape management 
system, the EXPDT=98000 substatement is ignored, and normal security 
checking is accomplished. Although CA-TOP SECRET, version 4.3, lacked 
documentation for the EXPDT = 98000 substatement, this control was clearly 
documented in version 4.2 and should have been installed. At DFAS
Pensacola, systems personnel were not aware that this control was available. 
During the audit, security personnel at both locations corrected the problem. 

Special Attributes 

The use of special attributes should be reevaluated. At MCCTA, MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City, the use of CONSOLE, 
NODSNCHK, NOVOLCHK, NORESCHK, and NOSUBCHK were not 
adequately controlled. The CONSOLE attribute allows CA-TOP SECRET 
control options to be changed, which would allow any ACID (accessor 
identification) with this attribute to change the CA-TOP SECRET environment. 
NODSNCHK and NOVOLCHK attributes bypass all security checking at the 
dataset or volume level, respectively. NORESCHK allows the use of any 
terminal, program, certain applications, or user resources protected by CA-TOP 
SECRET. NOSUBCHK allows jobs to be submitted with any user ID. Since 
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these attributes bypass some form of security checking, their use requires 
prudent assignment. During the audit, MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division 
reevaluated these special attributes and reduced them to a reasonable level. 

DISO-Kansas City. Over 50 user IDs had the CONSOLE attribute or 
were attached to a profile with this capability. Thirty-two user IDs were in the 
Customer Service Branch, and four were in the Hardware Systems Branch. One 
of the user IDs in the Hardware Systems Branch belonged to a non-Government 
field engineer. The other user IDs were in the Security Branch and the System 
Programming Branch. Since the CONSOLE attribute allows users to change 
control options, this attribute requires tight control. 

MCCTA. The use of the NODSNCHK, NOVOLCHK, NORESCHK, 
and NOSUBCHK attributes should be reevaluated. One hundred user IDs were 
assigned to NODSNCHK, 105 to NOVOLCHK, 118 to NORESCHK, and 79 to 
NOSUBCHK. Most of these user IDs were assigned to started tasks. This 
occurred because Information Systems Security Office branch personnel 
misunderstood the application bypass requirements. As a result, the potential 
for bypassing security controls was increased. 

MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. The use of the NODSNCHK, 
NOVOLCHK, NORESCHK, and CONSOLE attributes needed to be re
evaluated. Fifty-one user IDs were assigned to NODSNCHK, 75 to 
NOVOLCHK, 57 to NORESCHK, and 81 to CONSOLE. Most of these 
user IDs were assigned to started tasks. Generally, the CONSOLE attribute was 
assigned to system programmers who worked shifts at the Marine Corps 
Operations Center. Although security bypasses are needed for certain software, 
the indiscriminate use of these attributes increases the risk of bypassing security. 
During the audit, the information systems security officer reevaluated these 
special attributes and reduced them to reasonable levels. 

Started Task Access 

Access granted to started task IDs at MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division and 
DFAS-Pensacola was not adequately controlled. Generally, started tasks were 
correctly defined to CA-TOP SECRET at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide 
Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City. 

MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division. MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division allowed "*." file access to most started tasks. Using the asterisk 
wildcard (see Appendix A, "Glossary") in this manner allows access to all files 
at the installation. Normally, started tasks need only the ability to execute long
running system software or applications. With this excessive access, the 
operator could change certain system libraries and compromise the integrity of 
the system. 

DFAS-Pensacola. Started tasks should be controlled by limiting access 
for APP-protected datasets. There were 35 started tasks on the central design 
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activity system and 27 on the DISO-Denver system (DCPS-only partition); only 
one of these started tasks was defined to CA-ACF2 security software. This 
occurred because security personnel gave the tasks unlimited access in order to 
avoid interruptions in system operations. As a result, modifications to the 
system could result, and integrity of the systems was not assured. 

Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit 
Response 

1. We recommend that the Director, Defense Information Services 
Organization, Information Processing Center, Kansas City, Missouri: 

a. Require the designated approving authority to formally evaluate 
the adverse impact of using the AUTOERASE option on systems at that 
location. 

b. Activate the AUTOERASE option on systems at the Defense 
Information Services Organization, Information Processing Center, Kansas 
City, Missouri, or obtain a waiver of the requirement if appropriate. If a 
waiver is appropriate, formally document other safeguards that achieve the 
required level of system security. 

c. Require the Information Systems Security Officer to review the 
need for assigning the CONSOLE attribute to a large number of systems 
personnel. Its use should be limited to the minimum number of personnel 
in order to prevent changes to the Computer Associates International, Inc., 
TOP SECRET control options. 

Management Comments. DISO concurred with the finding and 
recommendation, except in one respect. Because of the need to respond when 
the production system is down, DISO did not fully agree to further limit the 
number of systems personnel with the CONSOLE attribute. DISO stated that 
the CONSOLE attribute was required to issue mainframe Console Operator 
Commands, which START/STOP all system started tasks to include TSS. 
DISO stated that systems personnel require this authority to respond to system 
outages during nonprime hours. See Part IV for the full text of management's 
comments. 

Audit Response. We agree that the CONSOLE attribute is needed to 
START/STOP TSS (CA-TOP SECRET), but it is not required to START/STOP 
other system started tasks. DISO should be able to further reduce the number 
of production scheduling personnel with the CONSOLE attribute. Based on this 
clarification, we request that DISO reconsider its position and provide 
comments on the recommendation by May 23, 1994. See the "Response 
Requirements for Each Recommendation" chart below for the specific 
requirements for your comments. 
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2. We recommend that the Chief, Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity, Worldwide Support Division, require the 
Information Systems Security Officer to: 

a. Review the use of special attributes on the Marine Corps 
Computer and Telecommunications Activity's production system, and limit 
their use to where it is clearly needed. 

b. Limit the started task access on the test system to the files needed 
to run the applications. 

Management Comments. MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division did not 
provide comments on the finding or recommendation. 

Audit Response. We request that MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division 
provide comments on the finding and recommendation by May 23, 1994. See 
the "Response Requirements for Each Recommendation" chart below for the 
specific requirements for your comments. 

3. We recommend that the Director, Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service, Financial Systems Activity, Pensacola, Florida, direct the 
Information Systems Security Officer to identify, on both systems, all 
started tasks to the Computer Associates International, Inc., Access 
Control Facility 2 security software, and grant appropriate access to each 
started task. 

Management Comments. DFAS fully concurred with the finding and 
recommendations and stated that corrective actions were implemented. 

Response Requirements for Each Recommendation 

Responses to the final report are required from the addressees shown for the 
items indicated with "X" in the chart below. 

Number Addressee 

Response Should Cover: 
Concur/ 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

Related 
Issues1 

I.e. D1so2 x x x M, IC 
2.a. MCCTA3 x x x M,IC 
2.b. MCCTA x x x M,IC 

1M = material weaknesses; IC = internal control. 
2DISO = Defense Information Services Organization Information Processing 
Center, Kansas City, Missouri. 

3MCCTA = Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity. 
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MVS Maintenance 

Management controls 	over MVS maintenance at all four organizations 
needed improvement. Specifically, inadequate controls existed over 
changes to the operating system at DFAS-Pensacola. Sensitive system 
programmer positions at all four organizations were not consistently 
designated as critical-sensitive positions, and the required background 
investigations for those positions were not always obtained. Backups of 
critical operating system software at three organizations were not stored 
off-site. Inadequate change controls at DFAS-Pensacola existed because 
standard change control procedures had not been prepared. At the 
two Marine Corps organizations, the requirements were not met for 
monitoring the sensitivity ratings of position descriptions and for 
requesting or conducting background investigations. At the DISO and 
DFAS organizations, management did not request background 
investigations because the system programmer positions had not been 
appropriately rated 	 critical-sensitive. Backups of critical operating 
system files were not stored off-site at MCCTA because the impact of 
changing the way files were named was not adequately addressed. 
Management of MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division did not see the 
need to back up computer systems that operated in a test environment. 
DFAS-Pensacola had not requested off-site storage as required by their 
operational support agreement. As a result, the integrity of the MVS 
operating systems and the continuity of computer operations were 
threatened. 

Background 

Management controls for the operating system should include selection of 
system programmers, management of their programming functions, a change 
control system, and off-site maintenance of operating system software. Strict 
management controls are needed to ensure that program maintenance 
responsibilities are properly assigned, that programmer positions have the 
proper sensitivity designations, that change control procedures are consistent 
and properly applied, and that a backup of the operating system software is 
stored off-site. 

MVS Change Control Procedures 

Inadequate controls existed over changes made to the operating system at 
DFAS-Pensacola. DFAS-Pensacola had not published standard change control 
procedures specifying the process for approving, documenting, and 
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implementing changes to the operating system. Since standard procedures did 
not exist, there was no assurance that the changes made were properly 
authorized, documented, or implemented. Improper control of operating system 
changes can allow the introduction of unauthorized or inaccurate computer 
programs that could compromise an operating system's integrity. Since any 
software change can have dramatic and unexpected effects, changes must be 
properly defined, planned, coordinated, tested, and implemented. DFAS
Pensacola had selected a system information management utility that was 
intended to provide a central, structured environment for change management. 
To ensure that MVS integrity is maintained, the utility should be linked to 
formal procedures that require strict controls over changes to the operating 
system software. 

Designation of Programmer Positions 

System programmer designations at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide Support 
Division, D ISO-Kansas City, and D FAS-Pensacola were not appropriate. 
Military billets for technical support positions at MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide 
Support Division, and DISO-Kansas City had Military Occupational Specialty 
(MOS) codes for Occupational Field 40, Data Systems. Background 
investigations were not required for the Data Systems MOS; therefore, they had 
not been conducted for all military personnel in technical positions at these 
locations. However, background investigations should have been performed, 
since these positions were considered critical-sensitive. 

Position descriptions for personnel in the technical support areas at MCCTA and 
MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division, with one exception, supported critical
sensitive ratings. However, background investigations had not been conducted 
for all personnel. Specifically, eight civilian positions were rated critical
sensitive, and one position was rated noncritical-sensitive. Employees in 
three positions had not had background investigations. Sensitivity ratings and 
background investigation requirements were emphasized, but the requirements 
were not being monitored to ensure that position descriptions were written to _ 
support critical-sensitive ratings, and that background investigations were 
requested or updated when appropriate. 

Designated technical support positions for civilians at DISO-Kansas City and 
D FAS-Pensacola were not appropriately rated critical-sensitive; therefore, the 
required background investigations were not obtained. At DISO-Kansas City, 
11 civilian positions were rated either noncritical-sensitive or nonsensitive. At 
DFAS-Pensacola, all 13 civilian positions were rated noncritical-sensitive. 
Since classified information is not processed on the operating systems at DISO
Kansas City or DFAS-Pensacola, management determined that the higher 
critical-sensitive rating was unnecessary. The positions at both locations were 
for computer system programmers, computer specialists, and supervisory 
computer specialists. Since personnel in these positions have considerable 
access and are responsible for the operating system's installation and 
maintenance, the higher designation is needed as a control. 
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System programmers represent the most critical security exposures in data 
processing center operations. Their personal integrity is the most effective 
control. DoD Regulation 5200.2-R, 11 DoD Personnel Security Program, C31, 11 

January 1987, requires that all DoD military and civilian personnel who work 
on unclassified automated information systems should have one of three position 
sensitivity designations in accordance with Appendix K, with investigations 
.conducted as required for the sensitivity level. Appendix K requires, in part, 
that positions of all employees who 11 

• • can access a system during the• 

operation or maintenance in such a way, and with a relatively high risk for 
causing grave damage ... 11 should be designated critical-sensitive, and that 
these employees should have background investigations. Without this 
designation, management has less assurance that programmers are trustworthy. 

Off-Site Storage of System Backups 

Backups of critical MVS operating system files at MCCTA, MCCTA
Worldwide Support Division, and DFAS-Pensacola were not stored off-site. 
MCCTA used a tape management system to automatically schedule the rotation 
of operating system tapes for off-site storage. Backup tapes were being made 
for all 11 volumes containing the key MVS operating system files; however, 
3 of those 11 volumes were not shipped to the off-site location. However, there 
was a change in requirements for file naming. Because the overall impact of 
that change was not fully determined, the three volumes were not identified by 
the MCCTA tape management system as requiring off-site storage. 

The MVS operating system files at MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division were 
periodically backed up; however, the backup tapes were stored in an on-site 
tape library, not off-site. Because MCCTA-Worldwide Support Division's 
computer system operated in a test environment, management had not 
determined that off-site storage of operating system backup tapes was required. 
Backups were also made of the operating system files at DFAS-Pensacola, but 
they were not being rotated to off-site storage. In its support agreement, 
DFAS-Pensacola did not formally request that the Naval Computer and 
Telecommunications Station at Pensacola, Florida, store system backups at an 
off-site location. 

When computer assets are damaged or destroyed by fire or other disasters, 
computer processing can continue with minimal disruption of normal business 
operations by reloading critical system backups. If system backups are not 
stored off-site, the backups may be destroyed, thus unnecessarily disrupting 
business operations. 
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Recommendations, Management Comments, and Audit 
Response 

1. We recommend that the Director, Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity: 

a. Require that all sensitive system programmer positions be 
designated critical-sensitive and that background investigations be obtained 
for personnel assigned to those positions. 

b. Periodically verify the accuracy of the tape management system's 
inventory list to guarantee that all key Multiple Virtual Storage libraries 
are backed up and stored off-site. 

c. Direct the Chief, Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity-Worldwide Support Division, to periodically 
back up and store at an off-site location all key Multiple Virtual Storage 
libraries for the test system. 

Management Comments. We did not receive comments from MCCTA. 

Audit Response. MCCTA is requested to comment on the finding and 
recommendation by May 23, 1994. See the "Response Requirements for Each 
Recommendation" chart below for the specific requirements for your comments. 

2. We recommend that the Director, Defense Finance and Accounting 
Service, Financial Systems Activity, Pensacola: 

a. Require the Director, Technology Support Activity, to establish 
formal change management procedures to control the processing of all 
changes to the Multiple Virtual Storage operating system. 

b. Require that all sensitive system programmer positions be 
designated critical-sensitive and that background investigations be obtained 
for personnel assigned to those positions. 

c. Request that the Naval Computer and Telecommunications 
Station, Pensacola, Florida, store backups of critical Multiple Virtual 
Storage operating system files at an off-site location. 

Management Comments. DISA, responding for the Director, DISO, fully 
concurred with the recommendation and stated that corrective actions would be 
completed by July 31, 1994. 

3. We recommend that the Director, Defense Information Services 
Organization, Information Processing Center, Kansas City, require that all 
sensitive system programmer positions be designated critical-sensitive and 
that background investigations be obtained for personnel assigned to those 
positions. 
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Management Comments. DFAS fully concurred with the finding and 
recommendation and stated that corrective actions would be completed by 
April 30, 1994. 

Response Requirements for Each Recommendation 

.Responses to the final report are required from the addressees shown for the 
items indicated with "X" in the chart below. 

Number Addressee 

Response Should Cover: 
Concur/ 

Nonconcur 
Proposed 
Action 

Completion 
Date 

Related 
Issues1 

1.a. MCCTA2 x x x M,IC 
1.b. MCCTA x x x M, IC 
1.c. MCCTA x x x M, IC 

1M = material weaknesses; IC = internal control. 

2MCCTA = Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity. 
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Appendix A. Glossary 

Access control is a general term used to describe a number of techniques that 
restrict users of a computer system from gaining access to the system or other 
users' data, or from performing unauthorized actions. When applied to 
·software, access control usually refers to a specialized software security package 
such as CA-TOP SECRET or CA-ACF2. 

APF is an authorized program facility. It is an IBM mechanism for protecting 
the integrity and security of the MVS operating system. It provides for the 
orderly, controlled extension of the operating system by defining special 
program libraries that may contain programs authorized to execute in the 
supervisor state. APP-authorized programs have the potential to bypass all 
security controls. 

Only properly authorized programs should be allowed to perform sensitive 
tasks, such as accessing or modifying another program's execution or data 
areas. When a program can perform sensitive functions outside of established 
APP rules, it can become part of the operating system, and can circumvent or 
disable all security mechanisms, alter audit trails, or modify any computerized 
data, regardless of the presence of access control software. 

According to IBM's MVS security manual, APP procedures should require 
system programmers to use security software to control the creation of and 
access to APP libraries and the creation of APP programs. All APP programs 
should have unique names to prevent mix-ups in processing, and the file 
containing the names of APP libraries and volume serial numbers (disk device 
numbers) should reflect only valid libraries and volume serial numbers. Failure 
to comply with these IBM guidelines can introduce significant integrity 
exposures to the operating system, and can lessen management's control over 
system software. 

Application programs are programs that are intended to serve particular 
business or nonbusiness needs and have specific input, processing, and output 
activities. Accounts receivable, general ledger, payroll, and personnel programs 
are some types of application programs. 

Change control system is a formal procedure used by management to approve 
and control changes to operating system programs and to track the status of 
those changes. 

Designated approving authorities are responsible for reviewing and approving 
security safeguards for automated information systems, and for issuing 
accreditation statements for each automated information system under their 
jurisdiction. 

Database is a collection of interrelated data that are stored together. 
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Default values are parameters that take effect if they are not overridden by the 
data processing center. Vendors normally provide default values in their 
various computer applications. 

Disk is a data storage device that allows data to be accessed randomly or 
sequentially without passing through unwanted data. 

File is a collection of related data records stored on an external storage medium, 
most often a disk or tape. 

Front-ending is the method by which vendor products and installations use 
"need access capability" within an operating system where no other program is 
available. For example, the SVC table entry calls up the vendor program 
before the normal SVC entry. 

Internal reader is a means of transferring jobs to JES. If unrestricted, it also 
allows users to submit operator commands. Operator commands are authorized 
by command group; the groups include JES, MVS/XA, Input/Output (110), and 
display commands. 

JES stands for job entry subsystem. JES is IBM's job management routine that 
reads the job stream and assigns jobs to class queues (computer data or 
programs awaiting processing). It processes jobs and manages system input and 
output processing. JES parameters control how and with what restrictions jobs 
will be run on a computer system. The two types of JESs available for an 
MVS/XA operating system are JES2 and JES3. MCCTA, MCCTA-Worldwide 
Support Division, DISO-Kansas City, and DFAS-Pensacola use JES2. 

JES options allow console operator commands to be placed in job control 
language. The options are assigned by type of job class. There are 36 possible 
batch job classes, and 2 additional classes for time-share-option logons and 
started tasks. 

Job is a basic unit of work on an IBM computer. A job consists of one or more 
steps or program executions. 

Job control language is a problem-oriented computer language used in a job 
that identifies the job or describes its requirements to the operating system. 

Job streams are a sequence of job-control-language statements and data 
submitted to an operating system. 

Library is a collection of related data files or programs. 

MVS/XA is the IBM multiple virtual storage operating system with extended 
architecture. 

Partitions are logical divisions of a mainframe computer. Each partition is an 
independent system and has its own operating system. 
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PPf is the program properties table. It contains the names of special programs, 
including their codes and properties. Some MVS/XA programs are allowed 
special privileges not normally permitted by the operating system. A list of 
these programs, including their special privileges, is maintained in MVS/XA, 
and is known as the PPT. Programs in the PPT can bypass security software 
mechanisms such as password protection, can ignore file integrity, and can 
.assign a unique storage protection key of less than eight (system key). All of 
these are potential threats to system integrity. 

It is important that all programs in the PPT have only the capabilities needed to 
function properly, and that the programs are safeguarded against unauthorized 
use. Program names must be kept either in a special library created and 
controlled by the installation, or in two IBM default libraries. The programs 
must also be contained in an APP-authorized library. Controls are intact if 
users cannot get a Trojan Horse program into an APP-authorized library by 
using the name of a nonexistent program. However, if APP controls are weak, 
the risk of unauthorized entry increases. 

Profile is a CA-TOP SECRET term related to security administration. Profile 
user IDs contain permissions and access levels to resources for multiple users; 
their purpose is to provide a place in the security database where common 
access to resources can be stored. 

Read access is a security feature that allows a user only to read, execute, or 
copy a file. 

Sensitive utilities are computer programs that provide general support for 
computerized processes (e.g., diagnostic programs or programs designed to 
create test data or copy data from one storage device to another). The utilities 
become sensitive when they can bypass the system's security software or 
internal controls and destroy data if not used properly. 

Software is a generic term used to define all programming on a computer 
system, whether supplied by vendors or developed by in-house programmers. 
System software includes the operating system and accompanying utility 
programs that enable a user to control, configure, and maintain the computer 
system. 

Started task is an operating system job or application program initiated from an 
operator console. 

Supervisor call (SVC) is an assembler language instruction that causes a 
hardware interruption when executed. The operating system then passes control 
to the SVC to tell the operating system what service is being requested (open a 
file for read or write access, close a file, etc.). 

SVCs are divided into two categories. One category is available to all 
programs, while the second is restricted to APP-authorized programs only. 
Validity checking is the control technique that limits the execution of sensitive, 
unrestricted SVCs. The first 200 SVCs are provided by IBM or other software 
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vendors. The remaining 56 SVCs can be added by a computer center's in-house 
programmers to meet its unique requirements or vendor software requirements. 

System key is a hardware storage protection feature of the MVS/XA operating 
system. The hardware provides 15 different keys. In MVS, keys 0-7 are 
reserved for system use. A system key can affect the integrity of the operating 
system. 

TMON/MVS is a utility program developed by Landmark Corporation. It has 
sensitive functions that need to be properly controlled to prevent serious 
integrity exposures to the operating system. 

Trojan Horse is a program that executes under an assumed identity or name. 
It uses a normal program name, but performs unauthorized tasks not associated 
with the normal program name. For example, in a payroll system, a Trojan 
Horse program could be used to give employees unauthorized promotions or 
pay increases. 

Update access is a feature of the security system that allows write access to a 
file. 

User ID is a method by which users sign onto a computer and are identified. 

Utility programs are computer programs or routines that perform general data
and system-related functions required by other application software, the 
operating system, or users. Examples include copying, sorting, and merging 
files. 

Validity checking is an MVS/XA integrity control. It detects and disallows 
invalid user operations and system requests that, if allowed, would compromise 
system security controls. 

Wildcards are used to perform the same task for a group of computer files 
without repeating the same command for each filename in the group. The 
asterisk (*) wildcard acts as a substitute for a name or extension and can 
represent a whole word or group of characters. 
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Appendix B. 	 Summary of Potential Benefits 
Resulting from Audit 

Recommendation 
Reference Description of Benefit 

Amount and/ or 
Type of Benefit 

A.La. Internal control. Implements IBM 
installation integrity guidance, to 
include APF administration policy; 
SVC integrity evaluation; PPT 
controls; evaluation of JES2 
parameters; and sensitive utility 
controls. 

N onmonetary. 

A.Lb. Internal control. Implements APF 
administration guidelines. Cleans 
up APF files. Cleans up PPT by 
removing unneeded programs, and 
deactivates privileges that are not 
needed. Reviews JES2 parameters 
and sensitive utility controls. 

N onmonetary. 

A.2.a., 
A.2.b. 

Nonmonetary. Internal control. Implements IBM 
integrity controls at DISO-Kansas 
City. Develops procedures on how 
to review APF file access. 
Implements sensitive utility controls 
at DISO-Kansas City. Makes use of 
CA-TOP SECRET to control 
sensitive utilities. 

A.3. Internal control. Implements APF 
administration guidelines. 
Implements time-share-option APF 
command and SVC reviews at 
DFAS-Pensacola. Implements 
reviews of new utilities. 

N onmonetary. 
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Appendix B. Summary of Potential Benefits Resulting from Audit 

Recommendation 
Reference 

Amount and/ or 
Type of Benefit Description of Benefit 

B.l.a., 
B.l.b. 

Internal control. Determines how 
use of the AUTOERASE feature 
will affect resources. Determines 
the risk of not using AUTO ERASE; 
allows substitute controls to be 
documented. Activates 
AUTOERASE control if a waiver is 
not appropriate. 

Nonmonetary. 


B.l.c. Internal control. Controls the use 
of the CONSOLE attribute. 

N onmonetary. 


B.2.a., 
B.2.b. 

Internal control. Allows security 
bypass attributes to be used only 
where needed. Limits started task 
access to the specific files that need 
to be run. Reduces the risk of 
unauthorized access. 

N onmonetary. 


B.3. Internal control. Limits started task 
access to the specific files that need 
to be run. Reduces the risk of 
unauthorized access. 

N onmonetary. 


C.l.b., 
C.l.c., 
C.2.a., 
C.2.c. 

Internal control. Provides for 
improved control over MVS system 
maintenance. At MCCTA, provides 
for sending of backup files to off
site locations. 

N onmonetary. 


C.l.a., 
C.2.b., 
C.3. 

Internal control. Provides for the 
designation of sensitive system 
programmer positions as critical
sensitive, and for conducting 
background investigations on 
personnel in these positions. 

N onmonetary. 
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Appendix C. Organizations Visited or Contacted 

Department of the Navy 

Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity, Quantico, VA 
Marine Co~s Computer and Telecommunications Activity, Worldwide Support 

Division, 1 Quantico, VA 

Defense Agencies 

Headquarters, Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Washington, DC 
Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Kansas City Center, Kansas City, MO 
Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Financial Systems Activity, 2 

Pensacola, FL 
Headquarters, Defense Information Services Organization, 3 Denver, CO 

Defense Information Services Organization, Information Processing Center, Kansas 
City, MO 

1 The Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity, Worldwide Support Division, was 
formerly known as the Multifunctional Central Design Activity of the Defense Information Technology 
Services Organization. It is now a subordinate element of the Marine Corps Computer and 
Telecommunications Activity. 

2 Until August 8, 1993, the Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Financial Systems Activity, 
Pensacola, Florida, was known as the Defense Information Services Organization, Central Design 
Activity, Pensacola, Florida. 

3 The Defense Information Services Organization and its information processing centers were known as 
the Defense Information Technology Services Organization and its local information processing activities 
until they were reorganized effective September 7, 1993. 
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Appendix D. Report Distribution 

.Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Comptroller of the Department of Defense 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control, Communications and 

Intelligence 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Information Systems 

Defense Organizations 

Commandant, U. S. Marine Corps 
Director, Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity 

Director, Defense Finance and Accounting Service 
Director, Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Denver Center 
Director, Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Kansas City 

Director, Defense Information Systems Agency 
Director, Defense Information Services Organization 

Director, Defense Information Services Organization, Information Processing 
Center, Denver, CO 

Non-Defense Federal Organizations 

Office of Management and Budget 
U.S. General Accounting Office, National Security and International Affairs Division, 

Technical Information Center 

Chairman and Ranking Minority Member of each of the following Congressional 
Committees and Subcommittees: 

Senate Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
Senate Committee on Armed Services 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs 
House Committee on Appropriations 
House Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations 
House Committee on Armed Services 
House Committee on Government Operations 
House Subcommittee on Legislation and National Security, Committee on 

Government Operations 
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Part IV - Management Comments 




Defense Finance and Accounting Service 


DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 

• 
 WASMINGTON DC 20376·5001 


FE& 5 lS94 

(InfoTI11ation Manage111ent) 

MllMORANDUM FOR DIRBC'l'OR, DBFBNSE INFORMA'l'l:ON SERVJ:CES 

ORGANIZATION 


ATTN: MS. CYNTHIA K. ANTHOFER 


SUBJECT: 	 Draft Audit Report on controls over operatin9 
Syatam and Security Software f;upporting the , 
Defense Finance and Aocounti1'l9 service (Project 
No. F-0043.02) 

Your memorandu., January 7,1994, subject as above, requested 
comment• on each of the three findings tro• tbe report. 

After reviewing the DoD, J:JUJpeotor General (DoD(IG)) draft 
report ~ specifi~lly the three findings and reCOJlllleJ\d•t1ona, 
the following are DFAS'e comoient~ and reco11J11endations: 

:rn your maaorand,wa1 llnd throughout the draft l'.G 
repo~, there are references to the Defen•e ~ntor•ation Services 
organization (DISO), Information Processing Activity (IP~) at 
Pensacola. For clarification, DMRD 918 transferred the PFAS 
Central Dasign Activity (CDA) at Pensacola, which was not an IPA, 
to the Pefense Information systeias Agency. The CDA at Pj5msacola 
beoaae part of the Defenee Inforaation ~ecbnol09Y Services 
Or9ani~ation (DITSO), which was subsequently absorbed by DISO on 
July 26, 1993. on June 28, 1993, ASO(C3I) realigned certain 
Defense Co111>onents and, in cOlllpliance, the COA at Pensacpla was 
returned to the operational qontrol of PFAS on August B, 1993. 
Since that time, it has been 'called the Financial System$
Activity (FSA)-Pensaoola. 

Paqe 2 1 para9raph 4 of the !G report addresses the 
use of the coapu.ters at Pensaoola and Dtmver for the development
and test ot Defense Civilian Pay system (DCPS) and DCPS 
production. The actual development lllJld testi119 of DCPS is 
handled only at FSA-Pensacola tbe actual prod.uotion of DPPS is 
run on the MVS/XA partition at the DISO in Denver. 

Dl"AS agrees with all of ;the findings and that all 
recoJDRendations for corrective action should be imple11ented by 
the Security Offioer from the, appropriate organizations. Al.so 
Attacbed are the comments FSA-PE, which you have already reQeived 
llnd with which we conQUr, and additional control infor•ation 
provid11d by DFAS center at Kan-is City. 

F.ncl.osw:e 2 
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After further review 0 r other recent DoD(IG) repqrts, it 
was found that the awne f indi119e and recommendations ha~e 
surfaced at other Defense Inforaation services OrcJanization 
(Oiso), Information Proceli$ing centers. The subject reJk>rt 
stated that ooo Directive 5200.28 "security Require-.enta for 
Autoaated Information SyBtems (AISs)," March 1988, requires all 
AISs irooessinq sensitive, unclassified inrormation bav~ C2 
secur ty classification by 1992. DFAS agrees with thatistatement 
and it is our position that all of DFAS' data be provided the 
appropriate level of protection at all times. 

If you have any questions, please contact Harry Johnliion on 
eomaercial (703) 607-074~ 

w. E. Daeschner 
Deputy Director 

Attachments 
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DEFENSE FINANeE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 
,_OIT'l'Ollfflll 

l<Mll•Alt;l((Y,-lll ..,_, 

ff8 0 l 1994DfAS-KC/GI 

MBMORAllD'UM POR DIWUTY DIR"BCTOR FDR INFORMAT10lf llANAGEHBNT,
DBP'lltlB ~tMANCE AND ACCODN'l'IMG SERVICE 

SUll.TECT: 	 DoD(IG) Drart Report "Controls over Operating syste1t1
and Sec11rity software Supportin9 the Defense Finance 
an.IS Aeeounti119 servic:e• d«ted IMc:Nlber 6, 1993 
(Project No. lPl>-'004),03) 

We have review.cl the tindil\9• ot the subject report and 
concur with the reooaen4at1onl!I tor cori:-eotive action. Th• 
conditio~• detaila4 ••t.blillh an uneKceptable level of risk to 
our data integ-rit~. Hovev~, thare at:• proo••• and procedural
controls in place at this Center vbic:h provide our ~ana9era a 
level of·aHurance that datA/11rstems inteqrity b beit\9 
..1nta1ned (exaapl•• attached). The audit'e "objective was to 
detenuin• whether their 11N1na9e11H1nt control• over ~•Lected 
~eaturea •.• to ensure the int99rity of the D•t•n•• Finano• and 
Accounting Service data.• we can only •••u•e that the r~adars 
-~~apt th• liaited nature of t.ba audit. 

It you have any liU••tio~ or concern•. my point of contact 
is Ml::'. J .• w. Snyder. He aay be reached at (•U) !126-7141. or DSK 
4IS!5-7141. 
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Attachment 

• 	 Social Security validation p:r:oce•• oxiate; tho SSNs of new 
aacoss1on• •r• oxtractfitd monthly and are proyided by
magnetic tape to the scx:1al Security Administration (SSA) 
who,. in turn, provtcles' Ufl 11 maqnot.lc tape (quarterly) of 
lncun:ec:t SSNa. 

• 	 Electronic atgn&t~r•• (lSJ.SlGs) are ueed to control access to 
the on-Line Diary system (OLDS) tor preporin9 and certJfying 
ti;-aqsac'tione -- two (a·) l!:LSIGe aro QUll:'rently roquired to 
sul>nlit a tranaaction into the production proceeeJ.n9' cycle. 

• 	 Monthly output reports are prOduced to provide 1nfor•ation 
to help icl•nt1fy any f~audulent/erroneoue payinont~. 

• 	 Up-iront edits validate data eatry; prevent erroneou• in~ut 
and may ter•inAte pay and allowancoB. 

• 	 control 1111\1tat1ons ere placed on money amounts. 

• 	 ~~ro~ reports are monitored for timely correction/ 
rev4lidation. 

• 	 AudLt trail• ex1at for proceaaed tronaaotions. 

• 	 Monthly tasting .111 d.on.e of 111 controlled -population;
entitl.ementa, claduct1ons, and d1ab1u·aoment• are reviewed. 

• 	 Monthly Management Reports are reviewed. 

• 	 sy111torn Chang& Requoet~ are documented and approved at two 
(2) levels of 111Ana9e11t1nt. 

• 	 A payroll reconci11otion process ensure• payment~ aro 
properly and accurately recorded. 

Electronic Fund ~ranafer (!FT} payments ore volidated prior 
to tape aubllliaaion. 

• 	 Block control totals are ueed for the Reaerve p&yroll 
pi::ocess. 
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DE:l"EN88 FINANCE ~ND ACCOUNTING eeftYIQ' 

l'IHlllNOll\L. G"l'1fRIM8 l"Ol'Ml'Y 


&9Q f\MY AVE'NUe 

..--00~ flt.ORIOA U'°"'41e& 


1 

....a.·~ P'OR Dltrae'l'OR, Dllf'$01i ;uwo:aMAncm SJ'STBMS ORG.nHIZA•.t"lON 
AT.TN: RESOUftCB. MANA~l'ISNT 

~ 1 	 A\lQit R•poJ:"t. on Cgnt.rol& ov.r opc::r•ttm.I 6)"stem and 
Security SOft:.wcu:·e Suppar.i:..i.u9 the J)efeiw'!' Finance land 
Accoun~in9 Sa:rvic• (Px-o~eot No. lP'D-OO•J.Oa) 

'ftaa.• llletl\OJ:"and\lm. ia tJ.• 1)6fenae 1Fi».1u1.::c anc2 A~counl:.ing 
..rY1oe (J:IFAS), F1nanc1.U S~ten1a Accivity - l?en114acol.a reu1pon11es 
\o "he llcaft. audit report Qf •'Pet:enil.o111r. f, 199). 

Ti. Pefon•e lnto:niatiQD &ervicee organization (O~&O) Central 
...1wn llct~vity - ~·~••cola -~•ee re!ereneed In ~ho ~af~ 
eudi~ ••Fgrt. ia now the DF"'1.F1naneial syetom• at>tivity 
h-ol.• (J:IP'AS•FSAP.i!I) • Thi• r111iJPOlll!le comJ:)in•• ~llUilIJ.t• for bo~h 
Liiie DPAl-F8AE1G ll)'•t~m lcx:ateO at; tbe Naval Coi.put~r and 
1'9lacc:.munication Station (RC'l"S) Penaaoola and ~h• DCPS 
~~i4;io ay11ta111. pNtit.:l.on at J:>ISO-Donvw;. 

•eit:a~nt :a. adcke••e• ......1. find:i.ng and reCOllmnendat.;i.!Ol'n w.i.th 
r...a coacn.orrcixu;;~, c;:cimme:nt•, «nc:t p:l.~Lned "ct.J.oul!I, 

"1 ~oJn~ of ccn~•ct is tton Shaeffer, U'SIJT 922~2990 or 
CllllBmlarci&l. ('O~) •52•25' )29. 
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1'1"Uag A. RPecaUP8 tntM 91~ 

llaaomiMtD4-t:l.1$ Ji We ~•col\'llUend that the Director~ D•f•n1te 
I~£orme.tlon le~vice~ or~anizati.on, Central neaivzi Activity,
P•n•acola, P1orlda, ~ull1 illlpl$111ent the IBM-re~OJ!liaendecl 
iaet:Alla.tic;m 1Dte11dt.;r wu.f.d.elintta currently Deing developec t>y
the Dl~ectar, Defenge Inform~tion S•rvieea OrganiEation. In 
!mpl•mentiA9 thoec guid•lineP, particul«4 ompbasi, abo~ia be 
plae•d o~ •valu•~in!l th• iu~e~~lty a~d aecurity ot ~.111\e share 
op~i6a•, autnoris9d prcv~<mi tacil~ty ~ommlllld•, vehdo~ ·~~rvieor 
oall•. and ••neitive utilities, 

•l.--•cl AaU.oo c co~c:r1u:. All opG7"0t:1nq f.ilyai;om coittrol 
dt.fLeicnalee to~ ~fl't&JU~ uncler r.be oogn1aa~ce ot the Defense 
l'lauoo a~d Aaeounting to:i:vico, !"l.nancial sy11tem11 Activity 
P•~•aeola {Dll'AS-P~~), as noted 1n ~he draft oud~t report were 
co~~ogt:.•d durln9 the course or ~~· •~Ql~. The r°*".ln1nq 
~eoommondation £or D~AS-~SAPB J.mplom~nt.atJ.on o: Diso guidelines, 
which are .t4 t:.h• d•..,•l.opmtota\o •"fa~ge, wu.1 be awre•s1ve1y purneii
vhen ~h• g-u,~de1ines are pronulgatea. 

a.~~cioa s. wo reGommena ~hat the D~rec~or; Oeteose 
:Cnfoz:aat:.1011 Servlc:t111111 Organ;Lzatitm, Cem:raJ. D••Lgn Ac'tlv.u:y,
PMleacola, l'lorlda, dii-eQt tj,.o r.ntormatl.on syetem-. seciarj.ty
Offioor ~o ideAtify, on both ayute~s, all started tas~s ~o tbe 
Compu.t~ A&Go~l~teo :nte~DC1~!on~l, inc., Acceaa C~ntrol Facility 
~ seeu~!ty $oftwa~e, Qnd grant ~ppx:-o~riate agcese to each atartea 
taak. 

l'l.•-ri Ao~Loau concur. Aotion COll1i>l&1'1'. Tbe fo1low1nq 
OoDkol.• ovor ata:r:ted ta•k& b41vo bee:n 1mpl.eaont9Cl on both systems 
ao~trollod by bFAS-PSAPg to oorroct the 1tated de~~cicncy. 

L 'J:'b• ACl'2 global J!re i:eature wai; i-.ur11ed ort (ACF;;t ae:••lt 
ia OFF) an~ ~pp~oprlate etarted ta6k &r~·s '"5re •~tabliahed ~o 
1111plnont validotJ.on ol. data eet; •ucen fo7 all wuarted uak•· 

2, Acceae to controllu~ librer1oa 1• clo•elt, mon1~red and 
tha nwnb•~ cf paraonnel w1~h the ab!l1ty to eftec~ chan;as to t.he 
oontrollod llbre~i•• i• limited to the •~CJ)l~ p•r&dnnel aee.tgne4 
to thu DVAS-USAPE eyat81118 Bh~p. 

r£.1l«iD9 c. MPlqnapat. C04i:.:ob .2XH llVI Mj,p5!p1UlV9 

bC01W11011dat:.t.oo a.a. ltequ.lre tho Direc-cor, 'J:aoimolJogy Support
Activity, to eeteblieh tona.ai chan~e mana9ement p~ocedur.eo to 
ooo.trol t.he p1;·0'-lt:iw11l.n9 o! all chAnCJ•& to t.bo Muli:.J!ple Virtual 
Q~o~90 ope~atln9 e~e~ois1. 
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P11mDGG. Aot.1lm1 concu.r. ~11• ultJ.mt&tai 91;)41 .ts to inco1:,1?<>1:a1'0 1'htt 
~Ori.al •~•out.J.vo •oft••~~ con£~~Y:rntion mnao9omon~ etandax:-da 
Wl\1Qh are be1n9 develapad in conjunction with t.he site 
coneol.1.dat.1011. cmd •t•ndardiaat.ion of!:eo;i;-t. Ho.,.,v...:, eL::u:e 
selection and ~noo:cporation of at~da;i;U p•odacte chtd proaod"r•• 
fo~ esec"<tl.ve aottware 0c;>nfJ.ju:re1tJ.on 111an•-'iJ•in•nto. .i~ et.ill o futUJ.·• 
ovont, inter!~ pcocodur•• Cl%'o ~o1n9 ae~elopl>d loo,ll~ fo:r 
confi'aUr•~~on 111t&n•Cjlew.en~ ot the ex~outl~ •o~twar~ ~~ito~ fo~ tho 
M'AS-!'SAPJ.t ond DCl'"S productli>n aystems. xltlli'1...11unij.at.t.on of fv.lly 
tuno~tonal conf~qurBt1oa ntlllavornont processes, m~~hanized tb:rouqh 
th• CA-QTl!llU'f ooftwttre product, .l.a bo:in'il '11'!.9C1rl7>1:&al7 po.:-ero.ed b7 
J),.A&-P:SAP&. 1.'o Qa."1;;0, DFA&•FiAPli bas ,p:i-ocured a.nd .l1:u1:t.a.ll•'1 t.~e 
CA-l!IE'l'MAN pz-ociuot and 1dent11:.t.ed all cu:i;-t·ent ty l.n~ta11.d 
~•outive software prodllc::t• o.is e;omponent111 of the :A-1.tl!lTMA!f 
database to 0111'11blisb a baseline for iJ1ve11tory ·ta.- eking end 
cbe.n9e mene99llle0,t:, Mdit.ional cuetomizllt.ion of t. o prod1u::t •nd 
the developmont of •PJjllicable p£ocedu~•• io •O<i"i*ad to tlghieve 4 
~ully funet~onol, u.aer triendlr environment for clie.uge 
1\l•nAIJwmtlnt, The, cu11t0llli~af,.ion end devol1<r~t. of l.oc::al 
px-oaecsurev ie expected to be cQIUpJ.Ked. ;ln approximat•ly 16b daya. 

-~da1oioo :a.b. a-aui.'X'.e that. .al.l senaitlvo 111'•1"111111 pii;oFa-cn:·
po•1t1on• be deeiwna.ted erlt.~oal•sene1tlve and th•t ba~k~~ound 
ln~•t1gat.lo~s bo obtained for p~raonnol aeM19n6d to tho•• 
poai.tions. 

•J.m"4 Aoto:l.wu C:'-»nCUE:• 'l'hs •cn11t1ve Vo""it.ione ha.Vo b••ta 
id.ntiriod and actions in.itiaLed tQ ottect th• po'ition 
d••cr1pt1on chan9•• ~~red to dcaL9o•to tho•• P••~tio=• •• 
cr1t1cal-een11itive. K•~.l~•~•d completion of poaltio~ deeo~ip~ion 
c~auio8 ond bllDk\)rou.nd invosti~atiuna J.a 180 d.aye. 

~•a4a'ti.oo .a.e. Request. 1,..)l.at tbo ~e>vcil CoA1pu.tor canci 
Tel&comlllunication& station .~ ~ens~cola, Flo•ida., &tore backup11 
Q2: QJia.1'11.l•l MVS operati.m;i 11yetwn :file& o.l; an off-ei1'o looai•ion. 

Pl...- .action1 concur. s.tnca tb• audit, an Au.tomated Cart.r." i.dge: 
Sylil\;.Wl\I (ACl1 e.i.l.o lltt• bHn instolhd and tll! back:ijip taJ>6 
opttrn.t1.ona have btt.1tn switohed f:to111 9-track :i;;-11•llil '-o c1u:tridyo 111 
'l;.bM ACS cart:.ri.dg-9 •;rlltl!m. ActJ.on ii:i beJ.ny tck•n tit.> dovel.op 
procedures fQ~ ldeu~1t~ing and ~j•~~in9 ~ho •PF~o~riata 
ca~t.J;i<tge~ tor toutio9 to of~site ~~gra~c and to ~ffect the 
Doooe•A~f ~banges to th• level of servlco A9J:'aomo~~ betwoea n~~-
1'SA11B and NCTS Pensacola to .tapl.eruen~ oi::Csit.e at.ot-ti.ga. Bi:tt:.irM-tad 
QOllpl•tion ot r91iuired act~on• l• 180 dars• 
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Defense Information Systems Agency 


DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY 
701 S. COURT HOUSE ROAD 
ARLINGTON, VA 22204·2199 

1E rm 1991.:::. AGA 

MEMORANDUM FOR 	 INSPECTOR GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ATTN: Director, Financial Management Directorate 

SUBJECT: 	 Audit Report on controls over Operating System and 
Security Software Supporting the Defense Finance 
and Accounting Service (Project No. lFD-0043.02) 

Reference: 	 DoDIG Memo, subject as above, 6 Dec 93 

1. As requested by the reference, we have reviewed the subject 
draft audit report and are providing comments to recommendations 
addressed to the Director, Defense Information Services 
Organization (DISO), Information Processing Center (IPC), Kansas 
City (enclosure 1). 

2. The audit report makes reference to the Central Design 
Activity (CDA) in Pensacola as an activity under our DISO. In 
fact, the CDA is a Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) 
element. Operational control of the CDA was returned to DFAS on 
8 August 1993 per guidance from the Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence) to 
realign Defense Components. 

3. However, in order to expedite comments on the draft report, 
we requested the support of DFAS to review and provide comments 
on the Pensacola-CDA (renamed the Financial systems Activity 
(FSA)). Their comments are provided at enclosure 2. 

4. If you have questions on ou · es onse, contact Ms. Sandra 
Leicht, Audit Liaison, on (703 
assistance. 

·;(~ 
2 Enclosures a/s 	 CHARD T.~ 

Inspector General 

Final Report 
Reference 

Page 44 

Page 36 
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Defense Information Systems Agency 

DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY (DISA) 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS ON 


CONTROLS OVER OPERATING SYSTEM AND SECURITY SOFTWARE 

SUPPORTING THE DEFENSE FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE 


(PROJECT NO. lFD-0043.02) 


1. FINDING A: Operating System Controls 

a. Recommendation 2.a: Fully implement the IBM-recommended 
installation integrity guidelines currently being developed by 
the Director, Defense Information Services Organization. 

Planned Action: Concur. Work continues on the 
development of the IBM-recommended installation integrity 
guidelines. Once the guidelines are complete, we will ensure 
full implementation. Estimated completion date is 30 April 1994. 

b. Recommendation 2.b.(1): Formally review all current 
authorized program facility libraries, programs, and time-share
option commands on the production and test systems, and delete 
obsolete and undocumented programs. 

Planned Action: Concur. The following names will be 
removed from the SYSl.PARMLIB member named IKJTSOOO: ABRSPF, 
COMPRESS, EMCICS17, MCS, OMEGAMON, OMSPFAU. The same named load 
library and member is used by both mainframes (re: test and 
production environments). Estimated completion date is 1 March 
1994. 

c. Recommendation 2.b.(2): Periodically review the 
authorized program facility list on the production and test 
systems and ensure that it is kept up-to-date. 

Planned Action: Concur. We will conduct annual reviews 
as outlined in the recommendation. Initial review date will 
occur commencing 1 January 1995. 

d. Recommendation 2.b.(3): Define sensitive utilities to 
the Computer Associates, Inc., TOP SECRET security as restricted 
programs; allow access only to personnel who have a clearly 
defined need; correctly install vendor utilities; and strictly 
control any one-time use of these utilities. 

Planned Action: Concur. The following modules will be 
protected from general access by TOP SECRET: IEHINITT and 
ICKDSF. Access via the "ALL" record for the dataset name 
"FDRABR" will be revised to reflect only needed access. Again, 
the same named load library is utilized by both mainframes. 
Estimated completion date is 1 March 1994. 

Enclosure 1 
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Defense Information Systems Agency 

2. FINDING B: Implementation of Security Software 

a. Recommendation 1.a: Require the designated approving 
authority to formally evaluate the adverse impact of using the 
AUTOERASE option on systems at that location. 

Planned Action: Concur. We believe it would be prudent 
to conduct extensive analysis and testing before implementation 
of this option on our extremely active DASO configuration. 
Estimated completion date is 30 April 1994. 

b. Recommendation 1.b: Activate the AUTOERASE option on 
systems at the Defense Information Services Organization, 
Information Processing Center - Kansas City, Missouri, or obtain 
a waiver of the requirement if appropriate. If a waiver is 
appropriate, formally document other safeguards that achieve the 
required level of system security. 

Planned Action: Concur. See Planned Action and 
Estimated completion date for Recommendation 1.a. 

c. Recommendation 1.c: Require the Information Systems 
Security Officer to review the need for assigning the CONSOLE 
attribute to a large number of systems personnel. Its use should 
be limited to the minimum number of personnel in order to prevent 
changes to the Computer Associates International, Inc., TOP 
SECRET control options. 

Planned Action: Concur In Part. The CONSOLE authority 
is required to issue mainframe Console Operator Commands which 
START/STOP all system started tasks to include TSS. Regrettably, 
it also causes this concern by allowing the Facility Matrix 
Tables (FMT) to be modified by the same user. our systems 
personnel require this authority in order to respond to 
production system outages during nonprime hours. The method of 
production operation and production scheduling within our 
Customer Services Branch does not currently lend itself to 
further restriction of this authority due to shift changes of 
personnel and fluctuating production schedules which may not 
coincide with shift assignments. We will restrict the user IDs 
within the Hardware systems Branch to those occasions when 
needed. Estimated completion date is 1 March 1994. 

3. FINDING C: Management Controls over MVS Maintenance 

Recommendation 3: Require that all sensitive system 
programmer positions be designated critical-sensitive and that 
all background investigations be obtained for personnel assigned 
to those positions. 

Planned Action: Concur. our proposed schedule for 
completing this recommendation will be identified by 30 April 
1994. 

2 
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Audit Team Members 


Terry L. McKinney Acting Director, Financial Management 
Directorate 

David C. Funk Audit Program Director 
W. Andy Cooley Audit Project Manager 
Stephen A. Delap Audit Project Manager 
John A. Dedio Senior Auditor 
Frances Cain Auditor 
Thomas Hare Auditor 
Susanne B. Allen Editor 
Rosemary McCarthy Administrative Support 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



